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The essays presented here examine the complexity of
black American sports culture, from the organization of
semi-pro baseball and athletic programs at historically
black colleges and universities, to the careers of
individual stars such as Jack.
Jürgen Müller's overview of the films of the 1960s has
over a hundred A to Z entries that include synopses, film
stills, cast and crew listings, box office figures, trivia and
actor and director biographies. The book covers
examples of Italian, French, German and American
movies that strongly characterized the 1960s.
Dating back to the Gas House Gang of the 1930s and up
to the club’s most recent World Championship in 2006,
being a Cardinal has meant a style of play, a level of
dedication, and a pride in being a member of a special
group. This newly updated edition of Game of My Life St.
Louis Cardinals exhibits not always the best game of
someone’s career, but rather, the moment that stands
out the most.
After more than fifteen years, this initial volume of the
American Film Institute Catalog series is again in print.
The 1920s set covers the important filmmaking period
when "movies" became "talkies," and the careers of
many influential directors and actors were launched.
Films such as Wings, The Phantom of the Opera, All
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Quiet on the Western Front, and The Jazz Singer are
included in this volume. After more than fifteen years,
this initial volume of the American Film Institute Catalog
series is again in print. The 1920s set covers the
important filmmaking period when "movies" became
"talkies," and the careers of many influential directors
and actors were launched. Films such as Wings, The
Phantom of the Opera, All Quiet on the Western Front,
and The Jazz Singer are included in this volume.
French novels such as "Madame Bovary" and "The
Stranger" are staples of high school and college
literature courses. This work provides coverage of the
French novel since its origins in the 16th century, with an
emphasis on novels most commonly studied in high
school and college courses in world literature and in
French culture and civilization.
Jean Vigo is one of the legendary figures of world
cinema, whose films L'Atalante and Zéro de Conduite
still inspire young audiences today. Film historian
Michael Temple explores Vigo's intense career and asks
why it has had such a long-lasting impact on film culture,
not just in France, but also for generations of filmmakers,
critics, and moviegoers around the world. Accessibly
written, this will be essential reading for students,
teachers, film enthusiasts, and researchers.

Nicolas Winding Refn has emerged as a uniquely
talented international filmmaker with an eye for
visceral, iconic images. A 21st century mythmaker
from his cult Pusher trilogy to the award-winning
Drive and Only God Forgives, Refn infuses a
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sophisticated avant-garde sensibility with the grit of
exploitation cinema. This book relates Refn's films to
the ideas of Nietzsche, Canetti, Blanchot and others,
and to aesthetic theory in general. It also asks why
the West has become a largely artificial society,
unable to generate new communal mythologies.
"Thirty Years a Slave" gives a glimpse the pitiable
conditions of slaves, their inhuman treatment by their
owners, the politics of slave markets and their
complex relationships with the white population. In
this book the author Louis Hughes dwells upon the
intimate aspects of his own life like the painful
separation with his mother and his marriage, his
personal tragedies and his attempts of running away
from the bondage of slavery. "Narrative of the Life of
J.D. Green, A Runaway Slave" is another
remarkable autobiography by Jacob D. Green which
dwells on his three prominent attempts to escape in
1839, 1846, and 1848 and his perseverance in the
face of failures. Louis Hughes was born on a
Virginian Plantation to a mixed race parents with a
Black slave mother and sold in Richmond slave
market in 1844. While still in slavery he learnt about
medicines from his master and helped his fellow
slaves. After emancipation Hughes became a
successful businessman in Wisconsin and wrote his
autobiography. Jacob D. Green was born into
slavery with 113 other slaves on a plantation in
Kentucky with only his mother as family. Green did
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many "awful" things like seeking a murderous
revenge from a man who thrashed him and making
daring choices that would eventually lead to his
freedom.
Examines the life and works of Kurt Vonnegut
including detailed synopses of a variety of his works,
character descriptions, important places Vonnegut
lived and wrote about, biographies of family, friends,
and contemporaries, and more.
Camp Green Lake, a juvenile detention facility where
there is no lake, and there are no happy campers. In
place of what used to be "the largest lake in Texas"
is now a dry, flat, sunburned wasteland, pocked with
countless identical holes dug by boys improving their
character. Stanley Yelnats, of palindromic name and
ill-fated pedigree, has landed at Camp Green Lake
because it seemed a better option than jail. No
matter that his conviction was all a case of mistaken
identity, the Yelnats family has become accustomed
to a long history of bad luck.
This edition brings to you the finest collection of
personal memoirs from the true champions of liberty.
With their powerful narratives, they have changed
people's convictions about slavery and shook the
very foundation of this social evil: Narrative of the
Life of Frederick Douglass 12 Years a Slave by
Solomon Northup The Underground Railroad The
Willie Lynch Letter: The Making of Slave!
Confessions of Nat Turner Narrative of Sojourner
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Truth Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl, by Harriet
Jacobs Harriet: The Moses of Her People History of
Mary Prince Running a Thousand Miles for
Freedom, by William and Ellen Craft Thirty Years a
Slave: From Bondage to Freedom, by Louis Hughes
Narrative of the Life of J. D. Green, a Runaway
Slave Up From Slavery by Booker T. Washington
Narrative of Olaudah Equiano Behind The Scenes 30 Years a Slave & 4 Years in the White House, by
Elizabeth Keckley Father Henson's Story of His Own
Life Fifty Years in Chains, by Charles Ball TwentyTwo Years a Slave and Forty Years a Freeman, by
Austin Steward Narrative of the Life of Henry Bibb
Narrative of William W. Brown, a Fugitive Slave
Story of Mattie J. Jackson A Slave Girl's Story, by
Kate Drumgoold From the Darkness Cometh the
Light, by Lucy A. Delaney Narrative of the Life of
Moses Grandy Narrative of Joanna; An Emancipated
Slave, of Surinam Narrative of the Life of Henry Box
Brown, Who Escaped in a 3x2 Feet Box Memoir and
Poems of Phillis Wheatley Buried Alive For a Quarter
of a Century - Life of William Walker Pictures of
Slavery in Church and State Dying Speech of
Stephen Smith Who Was Executed for Burglary Life
of Joseph Mountain Charge of Aiding and Abetting in
the Rescue of a Fugitive Slave Lynch Law in All Its
Phases Duty of Disobedience to the Fugitive Slave
Act Captain Canot Pearl Incident: Personal Memoir
of Daniel Drayton History of Abolition of African
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Slave-Trade History of American Abolitionism
Whilst much has been written about the identification
of resilience in children and their families,
comparatively little has been written about what
practitioners can do to support those children and
families who need the most pressing help. Resilient
Therapy explores a new therapeutic methodology
designed to help children and young people find
ways to keep positive when living amidst persistent
disadvantage. Using detailed case material from a
range of contexts, the authors illustrate how resilient
mechanisms work in complex situations, and how
resilient therapy works in real-life situations. In
addition to work with families, helping welfare
organisations achieve greater resilience is also
tackled. This book will be essential reading for
practitioners working with children, adolescents and
their families who wish to help their clients cope with
adversity and promote resilience.
Them Dark Days is a study of the callous, capitalistic
nature of the vast rice plantations along the
southeastern coast. It is essential reading for anyone
whose view of slavery’s horrors might be softened
by the current historical emphasis on slave
community and family and slave autonomy and
empowerment. Looking at Gowrie and Butler Island
plantations in Georgia and Chicora Wood in South
Carolina, William Dusinberre considers a wide range
of issues related to daily life and work there: health,
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economics, politics, dissidence, coercion, discipline,
paternalism, and privilege. Based on overseers’
letters, slave testimonies, and plantation records,
Them Dark Days offers a vivid reconstruction of
slavery in action and casts a sharp new light on
slave history.
This book--which presents a course of lectures Cavell
presented several times toward the end of his teaching
career at Harvard--links masterpieces of moral
philosophy and classic Hollywood comedies to fashion a
new way of looking at our lives and learning to live with
ourselves.
No description
A new edition of the classic reference source offers
1,801 entries with all of the titles in the 1976 edition
reviewed for currency, accuracy, and the quality of
critical analysis, along with 425 new titles.
Charlie Rose has called Louis C.K. “the philosopher-king
of comedy,” and many have detected philosophical
profundity in Louis’s comedy, some of which has been
watched tens of millions of times on YouTube and
elsewhere. Louis C.K. and Philosophy is designed to
help Louis’s fans connect the dots between his
pronouncements and living philosophical themes.
Twenty-five philosophers examine the wisdom of Louis
C.K. from a variety of philosophical perspectives. The
chapters draw upon C.K.’s standup comedy, the show
Louie, and C.K.’s other writings. There is no attempt to
fit Louis into one philosophical school; instead the
authors bring out the diverse aspects of the thought of
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Louis C.K. One writer looks at the different meanings of
C.K.’s statement, “You’re gonna be dead way longer
than you were alive.” Another explores how Louis knows
when he’s awake and when he’s dreaming, taking a
few tips from Descartes. One chapter shows the affinity
of C.K.’s “sick of living this bullshit life” with
Kierkegaard’s “sickness unto death.” Another pursues
Louis’s thought that we may by our lack of moral
concern “live a really evil life without thinking about it."
C.K.'s religion is "apathetic agnostic," conveyed in his
thought experiment that God began work in 1982.
Miller’s Children is a passionate and comprehensive
look at the human consequences of the US Supreme
Court’s decision in the case of Miller v. Alabama, which
outlaws mandatory life-without-parole sentences for
juvenile murderers. The decision to apply the law
retroactively to other cases has provided hope to those
convicted of murders as teenagers and had been
incarcerated with the expectation that they would never
leave prison until their own death as incarcerated adults.
Psychological expert witness James Garbarino shares
his fieldwork in more than forty resentencing cases of
juveniles affected by the Miller decision. Providing a wideranging review of current research on human
development in adolescence and early adulthood, he
shows how studies reveal the adolescent mind’s keen
ability for “malleability”, suggesting the true potential for
rehabilitation. Garbarino focuses on how and why
convicted teenage murderers have been able to
accomplish dramatic rehabilitation and transformation,
emphasizing the role of education, reflection, mentoring,
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and spiritual development. With a deft hand, he shows
us the prisoners’ world that is filled, first and foremost,
with stories of hope amid despair, and of moral and
psychological recovery in the face of developmental
insult and damage.
This study investigates Louis MacNiece in two major
central strands. Firstly, it explores his ambiguous
positioning as an Irish poet. Secondly, it presents him as
a critically self-conscious writer, his readiness to explain
his work helps to account for his influence on later poets.
Football Manager stole my life reveals the cult behind a
computer game that, since its debut in 1992, has sold
20m copies and become a part of football culture.
Oh, This House of Hatters by J.W. Durrah
__________________________________
Ajay Sahgal's startling debut novel is as conceptually
tight and brutally realized an indictment of the culture of
Hollywood as we've had in years. Sahgal borrows from
the world he satirizes to make Pool part novel, part
screenplay - and wickedly, despairingly funny: Think Day
of the Locust for Generation X. Emery Roberts is a GQ
coverboy and twentysomething movie star who has just
walked off the set of a $40 million picture, megaproducer Monty Factor's new buddy-cop thriller, Sun
City. Via MGM Grand Air, Emery flees to the lush hills of
Vermont to join a group of self-exiled Hollywood
refugees who have taken up residence in an old
farmhouse. But his flight is futile: Factor soon mounts a
nationwide search to recover his missing property, and in
a local bar young townie girls fawn abjectly. Back at the
farmhouse the faces are all too familiar: his producer's
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beautiful, alcoholic daughter, a recently fired C.A.A.
agent, and a U.S.C. film student who is there to
document Emery's breakdown. As if nature itself has
gone awry, the nearby lake is infested with snapping
turtles, moving one outraged casualty of the industry to
begin constructing that essential Hollywood real estate
accessory, a backyard pool. Larger than life on the
screen, in person Emery is a void. And yet as the novel
progresses from one hilariously cruel scene to the next,
we see that this isn't simply a pose, but the only way he
can protect himself from the valueless landscape and the
emptiness of celebrity.
Louis XIV - the ’Sun King’ - casts a long shadow over
the history of seventeenth- and eighteenth-century
Europe. Yet while he has been the subject of numerous
works, much of the scholarship remains firmly rooted
within national frameworks and traditions. Thus in France
Louis is still chiefly remembered for the splendid baroque
culture his reign ushered in, and his political
achievements in wielding together a strong centralised
French state; whereas in England, the Netherlands and
other protestant states, his memory is that of an
aggressive military tyrant and persecutor of nonCatholics. In order to try to break free of such parochial
strictures, this volume builds upon the approach of
scholars such as Ragnhild Hatton who have attempted to
situate Louis’ legacy within broader, pan-European
context. But where Hatton focused primarily on geopolitical themes, Louis XIV Outside In introduces current
interests in cultural history, integrating aspects of artistic,
literary and musical themes. In particular it examines the
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formulation and use of images of Louis XIV abroad,
concentrating on Louis' neighbours in north west Europe.
This broad geographical coverage demonstrates how
images of Louis XIV were moulded by the polemical
needs of people far from Versailles, and distorted from
any French originals by the particular political and
cultural circumstances of diverse nations. Because the
French regime’s ability to control the public image of its
leader was very limited, the collection highlights how - at
least in the sphere of public presentation - his power was
frequently denied, subverted, or appropriated to very
different purposes, questioning the limits of his
absolutism which has also been such a feature of recent
work.
Are you ready to step over the edge? This grand horror
collection contains the greatest supernatural mysteries,
gothic novels, dark romances & macabre tales: Bram
Stoker: Dracula The Squaw… John William Polidori: The
Vampyre James Malcolm Rymer & Thomas Peckett
Prest: Sweeney Todd, the Demon Barber of Fleet Street
Washington Irving: The Legend of Sleepy Hollow Rip
Van Winkle Edgar Allan Poe: The Cask of Amontillado
The Masque of the Red Death The Premature Burial
Mary Shelley: Frankenstein The Mortal Immortal The Evil
Eye Gaston Leroux: The Phantom of the Opera Marjorie
Bowen: Black Magic Oscar Wilde: The Picture of Dorian
Gray Henry James: The Turn of the Screw The Ghostly
Rental… H. P. Lovecraft: The Dunwich Horror The
Shunned House… Charles Dickens: The Mystery of
Edwin Drood The Haunted House… Wilkie Collins: The
Haunted Hotel The Woman in White Richard Marsh: The
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Beetle Arthur Conan Doyle: The Hound of the
Baskervilles The Silver Hatchet… Joseph Sheridan Le
Fanu: Carmilla… Arthur Machen: The Great God Pan…
William Hope Hodgson: The Ghost Pirates The Night
Land E. F. Benson: The Room in the Tower The Terror
by Night… Nathaniel Hawthorne: The Birth Mark The
House of the Seven Gables… Thomas Hardy: What the
Shepherd Saw The Grave by the Handpost Jane Austen:
Northanger Abbey Charlotte Brontë: Jane Eyre Emily
Brontë: Wuthering Heights Guy de Maupassant: The
Horla Horace Walpole: The Castle of Otranto William
Thomas Beckford: Vathek Matthew Gregory Lewis: The
Monk Ann Radcliffe: The Mysteries of Udolpho The
Italian Théophile Gautier: Clarimonde The Mummy's
Foot M. R. James: Ghost Stories of an Antiquary A Thin
Ghost and Others Ambrose Bierce: Can Such Things
Be? Present at a Hanging and Other Ghost Stories M. P.
Shiel: Shapes in the Fire Rudyard Kipling: My Own True
Ghost Story The City of Dreadful Night The Mark of the
Beast… Stanley G. Weinbaum: The Dark Other Émile
Erckmann & Alexandre Chatrian: The Man-Wolf… Amelia
B. Edwards: The Phantom Coach… Pedro De Alarçon:
The Nail Walter Hubbell: The Great Amherst Mystery
Some Real American Ghosts Some Chinese Ghosts…
"A significant contribution to the gay studies and AfricanAmerican studies literature. This is important,
groundbreaking work."--Roger N. Lancaster, author of
Life Is Hard
A Study Guide for Richard Rodgers/Oscar Hammerstein
II's "The King and I," excerpted from Gale's acclaimed
Drama For Students. This concise study guide includes
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plot summary; character analysis; author biography;
study questions; historical context; suggestions for
further reading; and much more. For any literature
project, trust Drama For Students for all of your research
needs.
"Anton and Theodor van Dreveldt grew up in Emmerich,
Prussia, as the sons of a Catholic priest and his
housekeeper - a situation their father tried to disguise by
presenting himself as their uncle. As young men, both
Anton and Theodor found their lives increasingly
troubled. Anton drank heavily, and Theodor's career was
jeopardized by his participation in a banned political
organization. These troubles, combined with growing
Prussian authoritarianism, led to their independent
emigrations to the United States, Theodor in 1844 and
Anton in 1849."--BOOK JACKET. "Theodor, tormented
by malaria and financial difficulties, returned to Germany,
but Anton and his son Bernhard, who emigrated after
Theodor's return, remained. This separation helped
produce a remarkable body of correspondence
describing the van Dreveldts' often troubled relationships
with each other, their homeland, and America. Their
letters compare the age-old tribulations of Europe
against the promise and challenges of a new country.
The van Dreveldts' experience provide a fascinating
glimpse into the complexities of immigrant life."--BOOK
JACKET.
A Study Guide for Tony Kushner's "Angels in America,"
excerpted from Gale's acclaimed Drama For Students. This
concise study guide includes plot summary; character
analysis; author biography; study questions; historical
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context; suggestions for further reading; and much more. For
any literature project, trust Drama For Students for all of your
research needs.
Collects essays, articles, and plays by the French writer,
including "A story I used to tell myself," and "What can
literature do?"
“As a study of fiction, femininity and family it is bursting with
intelligence and fire”—from the award-winning author of Death
of a She Devil (The Telegraph). Your writer, in conjuring this
tale of murder, adultery, incest, ghosts, redemption, and
remorse, takes you first to a daffodil-filled garden in Highgate,
North London, where, just outside the kitchen window,
something startling shimmers on the very edges of
perception. Fluttering and chattering, these are our kehua—a
whole multiplying flock of Maori spirits (all will be explained)
goaded into wakefulness by the conversation within.
Scarlet—a long-legged, skinny young woman of the new world
order—has announced to Beverley, her aged grandmother,
that she intends to leave home and husband for the
glamorous actor, Jackson Wright, he of the vampire films.
Beverley may be well on her way to her ninth decade, but
she’s not beyond using this intelligence to stir up a little
trouble. How the kehua became attached to a three-year-old
white girl is the origin of your writer’s tale. Suffice to say that
murder is at the root of it all, that Beverley and her female
bloodline carry a weighty spiritual burden and that this is the
story of how they learn to live with their ghosts, or maybe how
their ghosts learn to live with them. “A haunting book . . . The
novel is a spirited triumph: adroit, affecting and bung-full of
genuine humour and ideas.” —The Guardian “Weldon crafts
this traffic between spirit worlds with characteristic wit, and
without sacrificing the intricacies of a family’s struggle to
accept its past.” —Financial Times “Wonderfully wicked,
highly readable.” —Independent
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Since 1968's Night of the Living Dead, zombie culture has
steadily limped and clawed its way into the center of popular
culture. Today, zombies and vampires have taken over TV
shows, comic books, cartoons, video games, and movies.
Zombies, Vampires, and Philosophy drags the theories of
famous philosophers like Socrates and Descartes into the
territory of the undead, exploring questions like: Why do
vampires and vegetarians share a similar worldview? Why is
understanding zombies the key to health care reform? And
what does "healthy in mind and body" mean for vampires and
zombies? Answers to these questions and more await
readers brave enough to make this fun, philosophical foray
into the undead.
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